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For the interactive open-access journal Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (ACP), this is the first article published in the new manuscript category “ACP Letters”.

For this Letter, some technical and editorial adjustments have been implemented after peer review and upon approval by the ACP executive editors, the authors, and the handling editor to meet the standards of this new manuscript category. For future ACP Letters, such adjustments will be made during peer review, if necessary.

Letters have been introduced in multiple topical European Geosciences Union (EGU) journals for efficient handling and highlighting of articles that report particularly important results and major advances in a concise and engaging style; this has been done in analogy to interdisciplinary highlight magazines. Building on the introduction of these Letters, the EGU intends to establish a virtual highlight magazine in which Letters from different topical journals will be collected to provide an overview of particularly noticeable developments in the geosciences. For more information on the ACP Letters manuscript type, see: https://www.atmospheric-chemistry-and-physics.net/about/manuscript_types.html (last access: 14 August 2020).
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